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Abstract:  

More variable renewable energy sources and energy efficiency measures create an 
additional flexibility gap and require a novel energy planning method for sustainable national 
energy systems. The firstly presented method uses only EnergyPLAN tool in order to 
decrease the flexibility gap in a national energy system. Generic Optimization program 
(GenOpt®) is an optimization program for the minimization of a cost function that is 
evaluated by an external simulation program, such as EnergyPLAN, which was used as the 
second method in this research. Successful strategies to decrease the flexibility gap are 
verified on the case of the Serbian national energy system using two methods for  its 
structure design: (1) the iterative method, based on heuristics and manual procedure of 
using only EnergyPLAN, and (2) the optimization method, based on soft-linking of 
EnergyPLAN with GenOpt®. The latter method, named EPOPT (EnergyPlan-genOPT), 
found the solution for the structure of the sustainable national energy system at the total cost 
of 8,190 M€, while the iterative method was only able to find solutions at the cost in the 
range of 8,251-8,598 M€ by targeting only one sustainability goal. The advantages of the 
EPOPT method are its accuracy, user-friendliness and minimal costs, are valuable for 
planners.  
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Highlights 
 Heuristic and optimization method for sustainable national energy system structure 

 The same input assumptions resulting in different energy system structure 

 Both methods are successful in decreasing of the flexibility gap 

 The EPOPT method advantages are in the speed, accuracy and planner comfort  

 Advanced method for the sustainable national energy policy planning 

Abbreviations 
BMS Biomass 
CAES Compressed Air Energy Storage 
CHP Combined Heat and Power plant 
DH District Heating 
EE Energy Efficiency 
FOC Fixed Operation Costs 
GenOpt Generic Optimization program 
PHEV Plug In Hybrid Vehicle 
PHSPP Pumped Hydro Storage Power Plant 
PV Photovoltaic 
RE Renewable energy 
RES Renewable Energy Sources 
RES-E Renewable electricity sources 
SHPP Small Hydro Power Plant 
TPES Total Primary Energy Supply 
TPEScor Export/import corrected TPES value 
TPP Thermal Power Plant 
TVC Total Variable Costs 

 

1. Introduction 
The transformation of national energy systems faces two challenges: (1) maintaining the 
positive and (2) reducing the negative outcomes of secure energy supply [1]. Energy system 
flexibility is constrained by the flexibility of its demand and generation [2]. The introduction of 
variable renewable energy sources such as wind and solar energy, or energy efficiency 
measures in line with EU 2030 energy policy goals, will at the same time increase the flexibility 
gap and reduce the availability of flexible resources in energy systems [2, 3]. However, this 
should not be perceived as an obstacle in the planning phase. A study shows that up to 80 
% of variable renewable energy sources (RES) can be integrated [4] into a national energy 
system when all flexibility options are included. Another study shows that it is not feasible to 
integrate 100% renewable energy sources into a power system without demand flexibility [5]. 
Further, Stadler [6] sees no theoretical upper limit for the integration of renewable energies 
into electricity networks that can be explained by missing control power. Wind power yearly 
penetration of above 40 %, monthly above 61.7%, daily above 102 % and hourly above 
135% has already been recorded in the front-runner Danish energy system [7, 8]. 

The solution to the well-known sustainable energy system planning problems lies in further 
integration of electricity, transport and heating systems into one system with increased 
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flexibility [9-12]. Mancarella [9] identified advantages of smart energy systems through their 
"multi-energy" perspective which increases systems efficiency and flexibility. The flexibility of a 
power system [13, 14], positive to increase and negative to decrease available energy [15], 
an inherent feature of their design and operation, is defined as the ability to: (1) "cope with 
events of imbalance between electricity supply and demand while maintaining the system 
stability in a cost-effective manner" [3, 16]; (2) "maintain that balance even during times 
when demand or supply change rapidly or widely" [17, 18]; (3) "benefit from variability in 
production without generation of excess electricity production" [19] which one will be used. 

The flexibility gap [3] on the system and local scale [20] might be covered by sixteen other 
flexibility options grouped in five categories: supply, demand, energy storage, grid and system 
operation principles or their mix [2].   Flexibility options are found within the electricity sector 
(dispatchable power plants, demand response, energy storage and grid interconnection), 
including renewables themselves, and outside the electricity sector, in the area of transportation 
and heating [17]. Flexibility options may be summarized as in [21] but concurrent flexibility 
options [22-25] are sorted as a supply curve, analogous to the generation supply curve. 
Another flexibility source prioritization can be found in [26, 27], including overgeneration from 
renewable energy sources [28].   

Flexibility is also provided by larger balancing areas, access to neighboring markets, fast 
energy market, improved market design, demand response, strategic renewable energy 
curtailment, new ancillary services and products, flexible conventional generation units, and 
storage [29]. The flexibility served at the local level has been simulated and verified using an 
operation optimization model in [30]. Selling excess productions to the European grid may 
look as a solution but the problem will remain if each country adopts the same policy [19].  

There are different metrics for flexibility, such as "net flexibility resource" [31], storage 
capacity, maximum positive residual load, and excess energy production [19, 32]. The excess 
energy production duration curves are characterized by the annual value, maximal hourly 
value, duration over the year and the slope. Looking at duration curves, one can compare 
the flexibility of different national energy system scenarios. Alternative flexibility options can 
be analyzed with generation simulations [29] and this gap can be quantified with CEEP using 
the EnergyPLAN tool. EnergyPLAN has been validated in many studies  explained in  detail 
in [33]. GENOPT® has also been validated e.g. [34-37] and well documented [38]. 

Utilization of capacities obtained from optimal operation during one year hour by hour 
simulation becomes the main decision driver in the investment optimization. Flexibility is then 
obtained as a positive side effect of cost minimization [15], which might be a feature of the 
EPOPT method. The iterative method, based on heuristics presented in [19] has been 
standard for EnergyPLAN users in the process of performing national energy analysis and 
recommendation of the strategies in South East Europe [39], Romania [40], Serbia [41], 
Croatia [42] and many other countries [43]. In this article the heuristic method is compared to 
a new optimization method (EPOPT) to look at how they reduce the flexibility gap and costs 
in sustainable national energy systems. In other words, we first look at how the planner 
community uses heuristic methods with EnergyPLAN to design technically flexible smart 
national energy systems and then how an optimization method may be applied to help 
planners avoid repetitive tasks and obtain more accurate solutions.  The article shows how 
an energy system can benefit from large-scale integration of variable renewable energy 
sources and energy efficiency measures applied to the optimal amounts. EnergyPLAN 
simulations have been carried out to quantify the annual total system costs (annual financial 
balances), annual energy balances and annual operation of selected flexibility options. The 
obtained result in one case study indicates that the EPOPT method has advantages over the 
iterative method in improved accuracy, shorter duration (also user-friendliness for the planner) 
and further cost reduction based on better utilization. The planner community is kindly invited to 
use the EPOPT method in more case studies in other counties and to validate its quality 
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against state of the art methods for national energy system optimal planning. Based on these 
advantages the EPOPT method may become the most popular among national energy 
systems planners in the EU or other sustainable governance frameworks, boosting the usage 
of EnergyPLAN and GENOPT®. Ultimately, the European Commission, governments and 
citizens will be key beneficiaries.  

2. Method 

2.1. Measures for energy system transformation 
Smart energy system measures refer to technically optimal mixing of variable renewable 
energy sources, using multi-energy carrier flexibility options, using design and operation of 
energy system differently and using all smart grid technologies for grid stabilization. A 
different design of an energy system means the utilization of different generation options. On 
the other hand, different operation of the energy system means choosing: (1) the operation 
optimization strategy (market or technical), (2) grid stabilization requirements, (3) critical 
excess electricity production (CEEP) balancing strategies, etc. Measures towards smart 
energy systems have potential to replace fossil fuels, to improve fuel efficiency and they should 
be combined with energy conservation measures and system efficiency improvements in order 
to become relevant for the future energy systems [10]. Furthermore, their mix has an impact on 
the flexibility requirements [14], which has to be minimized. Therefore we search for a techno-
economically optimal mix between wind and solar photovoltaic (PV). Future national energy 
systems in year 2030 should be designed to meet indicative EU level designated targets of 
at least 27% energy from renewable energy sources in final energy consumption, 40% CO2 
emission reduction in comparison to 2009, and  energy efficiency  improved by 27% [44] in 
comparison to the current outlooks [45]. Fuel consumption and CO2 emissions reductions 
are already shown possible in the case of the Danish national energy system [46][46]. 
Although much research has been done in the area of optimal energy systems, it is still an 
open question which energy sources and which types of efficiency measures will be used in 
an energy master plan in order to reach the designated targets. All conventional and new 
supply side technologies can create the flexibility gap, since they are characterized by a 
flexibility coefficient [47]. Apart from adding variability to the supply side, the demand side 
energy efficiency measures also create the flexibility gap [20]. For example, these measures 
can narrow down electricity consumption, which may be used for demand response. This 
means that all flexibility options have to be coordinated because their benefits are related to 
the whole energy system [48]. Each technical measure project (for example a storage 
project) might be profitable for the investor but from the system perspective may be a waste 
of money that could be invested in other technical measures. It is essential to show that 
there is a limit of quantity for each profitable technical measure at which it does not 
contribute to designated goals. Correct system flexibility assessment is data intensive and 
requires detailed system modeling at the hourly level, which is an acceptable tradeoff 
between computability and quality [23]. Since it is difficult to accurately address flexibility, 
methodologies may be compared only relatively to each other.  

Different design of sustainable national energy systems involves decisions on optimal 
investment into technical measures. The decision variables are grouped into three decision 
vectors: renewable energy measures (RES), energy efficiency measures (E) and structural 
measures (S) shown in Fig 1. 

2.2. EnergyPLAN methodology 
For the modeling of a national energy system a multi energy system [9] hourly simulation 

model called EnergyPLAN [49] is used. The EnergyPLAN simulations are performed with 
technically optimized operation of closed energy system which calculates the flexibility gap as a 
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value of CEEP. EnergyPLAN enables modeling of different operation principles and smart grid 
functions [50]. In addition, it models operation principles for combined heat and power, heat 
pumps and heat storage capacity [19]. Smart district heating systems [51] can help in CEEP 
reduction by replacing heat production by other devices. The same can be achieved by 
electrification of the transport sector [19, 51]. The operation duration curves were obtained after 
EnergyPLAN ran an output screen for 8784 hourly values after sorting like in [52]. CO2 emission 
reductions are calculated according to the EnergyPLAN and compared against the European 
Commission 2030 framework for climate and energy policies [44]. A detailed algorithm of 
flexible demand in EnergyPLAN can be found in [53]. Modeling of the variable renewable 
energy source was done without spatial smoothing [14] and without normalization [32], which 
tend to show flexibility gap higher than it is. For the base scenario in the case study of the 
Serbian sustainable national energy system the base year model [54] was validated against the 
IEA balances.   

2.3. Heuristic - EnergyPLAN Iterative method  
From a technical point of view, the optimal combinations of variable renewable energy 

sources is the scenario when the CEEP is minimal [19]. The heuristic planning method, or 
the so-called "iterative method" was previously shown in the [39, 55]. This method starts with 
a strategic framework set within a governmental document such as an energy strategy [45] 
or a national energy plan. Planners then opt for a system intervention, picking the technical 
measures by trial and error or heuristics and start the iterative method to find their optimal 
mix and reach the designated goals [44]. This method treats goal achievement – RES share 
in GFEC, TPES savings and CO2, – separately in three steps.  

Usually, first the needed increase in the RES production is calculated assuming the 
savings in GFEC after assumed TPES reduction. Different mixes of renewable energy 
sources are simulated with EnergyPLAN to calculate the CEEP curves at a certain number 
of levels of variable renewable energy penetration, e.g. 5, 10, 15 TWh. Later approximations 
are made, first to fit the desired penetration level, and second to fit among optimum for 
different penetration levels. In the final step the technical optimum is obtained at the 
intersection between these two. This is shown in detail in [56]. The main scenario 
assumptions are shown in Table 2. 

Then a technically optimal and a quasi economically optimal share of RES is calculated 
resulting with a set of RES technical measures. Secondly, the technical energy efficiency 
measures are calculated to meet the GFEC reduction target. Thirdly, the CO2 goal is 
compared with achieved CO2 savings, and eventually, more technical measures are 
suggested if the goal has not been reached. If the goal has already been reached, no 
additional measures have to be applied. The problem is that these steps are performed 
separately, usually with different software tools [57] (e.g. the tool FORECAST has been used 
for energy efficiency technical measures [58]). The outcome is such that some technical 
measures chosen to meet one goal, usually affect the other two goals. This means that 
sometimes unnecessary measures will be applied, producing unnecessary costs. For 
example, technical measures of additional RES production address all three goals [59, 60]. If 
RES production is increased to decrease CO2 emission, for example, then some energy 
saving measures are useless for reaching the designated target. Also, vice versa, if some 
energy efficiency measures are applied on the demand side, GFEC will be decreased, 
making some RES production useless for reaching the designated target. Additional 
drawback of this method is that it searches for the flexibility in the sustainable national 
energy system after all three goals are met separately one by one, when flexibility gap has 
been created. The flexibility thus takes the form of additional costs. The solution to these 
problems requires a novel energy planning method. 

2.4. EPOPT method - EnergyPLAN soft-linked to GENOPT®.  
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The EPOPT method, which was presented in [43, 61, 62], utilizes the simplicity of the 
EnergyPLAN and powerful generic optimization program GenOpt® suitable for mathematical 
modeling. Both of them are used already and verified in many articles [61]. The method uses 
EnergyPLAN which has been soft-linked with GenOpt® adding the investment optimization 
capability to the planning of national energy systems. So far this capability has existed in the 
planning of micro power systems such as HOMER [63]. This method uses a simulation-based 
optimization procedure which does not need additional effort from the planner in repetitive 
tasks. The procedure of creating scenarios for EnergyPLAN with different energy system 
design is done automatically through the optimization algorithm that is executed in GENOPT® 
platform. The planner is supposed to define the optimization criteria, decision variables and 
optimization constraints before engaging in the optimization procedure. The optimization 
planner may then see what the optimal energy system design is under the assumed input data.  

The objective function of the EPOPT method for optimal national energy system structure 
under the sustainability constraints is given in Eq. 1-5. 

min
𝑹𝑬𝑺2030,𝑬𝑬2030∈𝑃

𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋2030(𝑹𝑬𝑺2030, 𝑬𝑬2030) + 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋2030(𝑹𝑬𝑺2030, 𝑬𝑬2030) (1) 

s.t. 
 

 

∆1(𝑹𝑬𝑺, 𝑬𝑬) = 𝑇𝑃𝐸𝑆2030(𝑹𝑬𝑺, 𝑬𝑬) − 0.73 ∗ 𝑇𝑃𝐸𝑆2030(0,0) ≤ 0, 
 

(2) 

∆2(𝑹𝑬𝑺, 𝑬𝑬) =  0.27 ∗ 𝐺𝐹𝐸𝐶2030 − 𝐸𝑅𝐸𝑆,2030(𝑹𝑬𝑺) ≤ 0 

 
(3) 

∆3(𝑹𝑬𝑺, 𝑬𝑬) = 𝑄𝐶𝑂2,2030(𝑹𝑬𝑺, 𝑬𝑬) − 0.60 ∗ 𝑄𝐶𝑂2,2009 ≤ 0 

 
(4) 

0 ≤ 𝑹𝑬𝑺2030 ≤ 𝑹𝑬𝑺𝑚𝑎𝑥, 0 ≤ 𝑬𝑬2030 ≤ 𝑬𝑬𝑚𝑎𝑥, 
 

(5) 

where: 

Ctotal – the total annualized costs of the energy system, cost function; 

CAPEX2030 – the total annualized investment costs for the year 2030; 

OPEX2030 – the total annualized operation and maintenance costs for the year 2030; 

TPES2030 - the total primary energy supply in the year 2030, dependent variable; 

ERES,2030 - the energy from renewable sources in 2030, dependent variable; 

QCO2,2009, QCO2,2030 - CO2 emissions in 2009 and 2030, respectfully, dependent variables; 

RES2030 - renewable energy measures vector in 2030, decision variable; 

EE2030 - energy efficiency measures vector in 2030, decision variable; 

RESmax, EEmax - technical maximum vector for renewable energy and energy efficiency 
measures, respectively; 

P - set of technical energy policy measures. 

Besides the above presented step one (1) (optimization of a sustainable national energy 
system), EPOPT method steps consist of: (2) running EnergyPLAN from GenOpt®, (3) 
setting up the investment optimization problem in GenOpt®, (a) minimizing total system 
costs (cost function), (b) choosing a policy mix (decision variables and their constraints), (c) 
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implementing the policy constraints (dependent variables, post-processing), (d) 
implementing the technical measures’ additional costs (pre-processing), (e) implementing 
energy efficiency measures, and (4) setting up the optimization algorithms, which are given 
in the [61, 62]. 
In this article the optimization algorithm, optimization criteria, decision variables, optimization 
constraints and assumptions are the same as in [61].  
From a philosophical point of view, model validation is a complex methodological issue 
associated with all simulation techniques [64]. Authors are therefore concentrated [65] on the 
confirmation of the EPOPT model from one case study to another, testing the usefulness of the 
method, thus gradually increasing model validity. The EPOPT model cannot be validated from 
a historical perspective for two reasons: (1) it is not possible to invest into the realization of a 
sustainable national energy system just for the validation purpose, (2) energy policy decisions 
in the past may have not been based on the techno-economical optimality but rather on 
decisionism [66].  

The EPOPT method has been tested for its validity with sensitivity analysis to exogenous 
assumptions and confirmed by scientific journal and dissertation expert reviewers [61, 62]. 
Furthermore, its results are validated against likelihood studies in subchapter 7.1 in [62]. For the 
purpose of more detailed validation of the complex algorithm of the EPOPT method, the source 
code is documented in the Appendix III [62]. 

2.5. Scenarios for decreasing flexibility gap 
In order to compare the heuristic method and the optimization EPOPT method for the 

optimal design of an energy system [19, 61], two scenarios were created in EnergyPLAN, 
assuming the same input data shown in Table 1: 

1. OPTIMAL, optimal  scenario created using the optimization method EPOPT 
according to [61, 62], which is explained in Subchapter 2.4, and 

2. MANUAL, manually created scenario based on the heuristics and iterative method 
[19], which is explained in Subchapter 2.3. 

Firstly, the OPTIMAL scenario was created after multiple simulations using the EPOPT 
method. Secondly, the MANUAL scenario was created using the OPTIMAL scenario, 
whereby optimal values were manually replaced with ones previously obtained from the 
iterative method. Since the iterative method included only technical optimization, without 
calculation of additional costs for energy efficiency and structural measures, these were 
calculated externally to EnergyPLAN for the MANUAL scenario, based on the same specific 
costs used during calculations in the OPTIMAL scenario, which are given in [61]. The market 
optimization control strategy was applied in both scenarios. It would have been possible to 
create the MANUAL scenario first and compare it with the OPTIMAL one. The conclusions, 
however, would have remained the same. 

3. Results 
Two methods to design an optimal energy system were applied and the results are 

shown in the following scenarios: MANUAL, with the heuristic iterative method, and 
OPTIMAL, where the EPOPT method was used.  

The total system costs of a sustainable national energy system based on the iterative 
method and heuristics are shown in Fig 2. left, while optimal results are shown on the right.  

The EPOPT method differs from the parametric run because all decision variables 
(usually more than two) are altered until optimal system design is found.  
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The results from many different combinations of decision variable alternation generate 
families of scenarios. However, for the sake of simplicity Fig 2. (right) shows only two 
decision variables: PV and WIND. Looking at the values of just two decision variables, one 
may see huge differences in total system costs for the constant values of two decision 
variables. This can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3, looking at the total cost function for 
different values of decision variables. Looking at scenarios 0-100 it can be observed  that 
total costs vary between 8,200 and 9,300 M€ for the constant values [0,0] of two decision 
variables: PV and WIND. This contradicts Fig. 2. (left) and the iterative method conclusion.  

The iterative method of total system cost calculation shows isocost lines for different 
values of two decision variables: solar PV power [0-2,500] MW and WIND [0-2,500] MW, 
where [L,U] indicates lower and upper limits. Such procedure in which only two decision 
variables are altered while others are kept constant is called a parametric run.  Parametric 
runs are performed with results in the range between 8,251 M€ and 8,598 M€. Those quasi 
minimal total system costs are obtained at [0,0] without guarantee of reaching designated 
goals. The smooth cost plane indicates that total system costs could be minimized by picking 
a combination of decision variable values from the plane. However, this is not true because 
the variation of two decision variable values does not alter other decision variables.  

  The results show that total system costs may be different in different scenarios for the 
constant value of a decision variable, because other variables are changed. Even though the 
two decision variables may have constant values in the two scenarios, the total system costs 
are different. Total system costs depend on all decision variables and they are constant 
when all decision variables are constant. Minimal total system costs obtained during the 
EPOPT procedure are 8,190 М€ but without constraint satisfaction. The minimal total system 
costs that are within constraint satisfaction are 8,265 M€. This is observed in Fig. 4, where 
all decision variables from the EPOPT method are shown together against the results of the 
iterative procedure. 

All scenarios shown in Fig. 4. are sustainable. The red arrow shows the area of the 
results previously obtained using the iterative method and the variation of the two decision 
variables. Although it was previously shown that iterative method does not ensure constraint 
satisfaction, these results also show that the iterative method does not assure the 
minimization of total system costs, because minimal system costs are found for the values of 
decision variables out of the parametric run area.  On the other hand, some sustainable 
scenarios, with constraint satisfaction, might be with higher total cost, up to 9,258 M€. This 
shows that sustainability criterion and cost minimization are different criteria for national 
energy systems. 

Additionally, this figure shows in more detail that the total system cost for the values of 
decision variables that are within lower and upper limits, are out of the area of the results 
obtained using the iterative method, as a result of variation of other decision variables. 

The total system cost comparison for the scenario MANUAL and OPTIMAL is shown in 
Fig. 5. 

The financial balance shows that total annual system costs, including total variable costs, 
investment costs and fixed operational cost could not be lower than in the OPTIMAL 
scenario. Although in the MANUAL scenario total variable costs are decreased for 1,501 
M€/a, investment costs and fixed operational costs are increased for 1,610 M€/a (1,489 
M€/a and 121 M€/a respectfully), resulting in a total annual system cost increase of 109 M€.  
achieving in total 8,375 M€. This is only one example showing what is true for many other 
scenarios that may be generated manually. 
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The differences in energy balances, between MANUAL and OPTIMAL scenarios are 
shown in Fig. 6. 

The yearly energy balances show how electricity market is significant for optimal energy 
system design. Although in the MANUAL scenario TPES is lower, total energy savings are 
higher, and production from RES-E and biomass is higher, this scenario was not an optimal 
mix of decision variables for national energy system design. The optimal national energy 
system design (the OPTIMAL scenario) heavily relies on electricity market exchange. Under 
the assumed market prices and their historical yearly fluctuations, import was preferred to 
own production. This should not be a general conclusion but an illustrative example. The 
effect lies in the calculation of CO2 emission from the imported energy. In the case 
presented here, the assumption is that energy import is not associated with emissions, which 
are counted into exporters’ emission balance. Therefore, TPEScor is higher in the OPTIMAL 
scenario, then in the MANUAL one. 

The effects of the optimally designed national energy system on the operation of two 
moderators - PHSPP and grid connected electric vehicle - are illustrated in Fig. 7.  

The utilization of both moderators in the OPTIMAL scenario is higher than in the 
MANUAL scenario. Annual operation of a PHSPP pump and turbine in the OPTIMAL 
scenario was 1.57 and 1.1 TWh/a respectfully, which is equal to yearly utilization of 27.5% 
and 19.2%. In the MANUAL scenario, the annual operation of a PHSPP pump and turbine 

was lower − 1.45 and 0.97 TWh/a respectfully, which is equal to yearly utilization of 25.5% 
and 16.9%. The utilization of the smart chargers of grid connected electric vehicle fleet was 
14.7% in the OPTIMAL scenario and 24% in the MANUAL scenario. The difference might 
result from different penetration of variable renewable energy sources in the two scenarios.  
The utilization of smart dischargers of grid connected electric vehicle fleet was 0.9% in the 
OPTIMAL scenario and 0% in the MANUAL one (although some discharge was established 
in 45 hours within a year). This further proves  that the operation of moderators is included in 
the optimal investment decision for sustainable national energy systems design, which has 
been already been demonstrated in [15]. 

4. Discussion 
The advantages of the EPOPT method against the previously shown iterative one lies in its 

accuracy and user-friendliness. The reaching of planner defined accuracy of the optimal results 
is guaranteed by the complex algorithm and software implementation of the EPOPT method, 
while the iterative method may fail to find the optimum. There are three reasons for this: 

1. The EPOPT method searches the whole n-dimensional domain of decision variables 
(where n is the number of decision variables), which may not be achieved with the iterative 
method for the n>3;  

2. The EPOPT method performs five steps of the iterative method [19] simultaneously: 
the optimal mix of the renewable energy sources, the optimal mix of energy efficiency 
measures,  the optimal mix of structural technical measures for increasing the flexibility of 
an energy system, different energy system design, and grid stabilization measures. All 
these five steps have impact on the criteria function, but also on the three constraint 
satisfaction functions. When done separately, these five steps could not satisfy any 
constraints. Together, however, they could. The equivalent impact of the simultaneous 
procedure on the criteria function may show a synergetic effect in the way that less 
investment is enough to reach designated goals. 
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3. EPOPT method has a built-in feature of decreasing the flexibility gap based on 
utilization rates of the system components obtained in EnergyPLAN simulation for 
investment decision in GENOPT®, while the iterative method decreases the flexibility gap 
afterwards with additional effort and costs. 

In a typical policy application software tools are used for modeling the results of 
investment action or inaction.  In the EPOPT method the normative result is coupled with 
the level of minimal investment action among a variety of possible actions to make 
desirable change. Since the calculation of results from an action modelled by the 
EnergyPLAN are undisputable, the EPOPT method has no uncertainties in the domain of 
action and inaction. 

5. Conclusions 
Two methods for decreasing the flexibility gap in sustainable national energy systems 

have been presented in this paper. Using the same input assumptions, the two methods 
rendered different system structure solution calculations.  

Two different perspectives for the planners’ complex issues are solved in parallel: a 
sustainable system and a system with minimal costs. These two are united in the 
optimization method EPOPT in the form of constraints and goal function. If solved 
separately, as it is done when the heuristic iterative method is used, either sustainability or 
minimal costs may suffer.   

The disadvantage of the heuristic iterative method lies in the limited number of decision 
vectors. The EPOPT method, on the other hand, uses an almost unlimited number of 
decision vectors in the process of energy system structure optimization. Further, the 
accuracy of the iterative method is lower in comparison to the EPOPT method, which 
happens because in the iterative method targets are reached successively rather than 
simultaneously. As a result, it might happen that either unnecessary or insufficient technical 
measures are applied for energy system transformation in an attempt to reach the 
designated goals. Fine-tuning of decision variables that takes place in such situations is 
time-consuming. The third disadvantage of the iterative method is that decreasing the 
flexibility gap in a separate step, after the system structure has been defined. In contrast, the 
EPOPT method incorporates this step into an optimal investment decision. Therefore the 
EPOPT method demonstrates improved accuracy, shorter duration (also user friendliness), 
and further cost reduction (better capacity utilization). The synergic interaction among a 
number of decision variables and designated targets is significant. 

The EPOPT method enables the planners to design a techno-economically optimal 
structure of a national energy system influenced by hourly operation electricity market 
activities. Various exogenous assumptions on electricity price firstly affect the operation of 
simulated energy systems and later result in a different system structure. 
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Table 1 Scenario input assumptions and decision variables (names based on [61]) 

Name Unit OPTIMAL MANUAL 

Market price €/MWh 65 
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Operation optimization 
 

Market 

Interest % 10 

CO2 price €/t 30 

Lignite €/GJ 1.45 

Fueloil €/GJ 10.76 

Natural gas €/GJ 4.87 

Biomass €/GJ 2.66 

Petrol jetpetrol €/GJ 16.2 

Gasoline diesel €/GJ 14.8 

LPG €/GJ 11.27 

Dry biomass €/GJ 2.5 

Wet biomass €/GJ 2.5 

WIND MW 1093.75 2810 

PV MW 0 2240 

SHPP MW 750 750 

SavingCoalRef TWh 0.45 1 

SwitchCoalGas TWh 0.003906 0.003906 

SwitchCoalBiomass TWh 0.5 0.5 

SavingHeatRef TWh 0 2 

SavingHeatNetw TWh 0 1 

IndustrialCHP TWh 1 1 

SwitchEHDH TWh 0.03125 0.03125 

SavingElecCable TWh 1 1 

SwitchElecSolarWH TWh 2 2 

DemandResponse TWh 1.8125 3.17 

SavingGasInd TWh 2 2 

ElecPHEVSmart TWh 1 3.2 

BioDiesel TWh 0 0 

newTPPsize MW 0 0 
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oldTPPsize MW 2006.313 2006.313 

newCHPsize MW 360.9375 360.9375 

oldCHPsize MW 87.5 87.5 

StorageP MW 650 650 

Transmission MW 3600 3600 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 A decision vectors for the transformation of an nation energy system toward sustainable 
one. 
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Figure 2 The results of the iterative method (left), and of the optimization method (right) for total 
costs minimization by variation of two decision variables: solar PV power and wind power. For the 
constant values of decision variables total costs are constant on the left, but in contrary they are varying 
on the right. 
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Figure 3 The variation of the total costs in the different simulation numbers during the optimization 
method.  
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Figure 4 The results of EPOPT method for the minimization of total costs. Variation of multiple 
decision variables, decision vectors. 

 

Figure 5 Financial balance: Comparison of total cost structure for the OPTIMAL and MANUAL 
scenario. TVC-total variable costs, Cinvest-investment costs, FOC-fixed operational costs. 
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Figure 6 Energy balance: The comparison of annual energy balance structure for the OPTIMAL and 
MANUAL scenario. RES-E- renewable electricity sources, BMS-biomass, Fossil fuel-total fossil fuel 
consumption, savings-total annual savings, TPEScor-import/export corrected TPES value. 

 

Figure 7 Annual operation duration curve of pump/turbine in PHSPP plant and charge/discharge of 
grid connected electric vehicle. OPT-OPTIMAL, MAN-MANUAL. 
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